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KM: Okay, so we are on the air. And what we’ve done with this project, as you read a 

little bit with the informed consent … and just for the tape again we have [BCD], 
[KM] and [SEddy] here on the line … we’ve been interviewing a lot of folks who 
were at the Bermuda meetings for the human genome project from 1996 to 1998 
and trying to understand what it was they believed the meetings were for, what 
happened at those meetings and how and why those meetings have been perceived 
as they have after the fact as a touchstone for open and perhaps so-called 
Mertonian science. And just the effects that they had both on the human genome 
project as data sharing norms and on science more broadly and the practice of 
science. And we’re also interviewing several folks who weren’t at the Bermuda 
meetings who have interests or have done relevant work in data sharing or 
genomics who we think will have interesting perspectives on the Bermuda 
meetings that we might not have gotten from folks who were actually there. And 
that’s why we’re speaking with you. So [BCD], did you want to jump in here? 

 
BCD: So … and the context for this is we’re trying to … our subject of study is data 

sharing norms, and that’s the main, relevant issue here. We also study intellectual 
property and other aspects of genomics. But that’s why we’re talking to you, and 
that’s to get your perspectives. I gather you were at some of the follow-up 
meetings after Bermuda that cast an eye back towards the Bermuda Principles, 
and I gather from your email traffic that you were also interested in open and 
collaborative science, regardless of Bermuda Principles. So why don’t we just 
leave it open to you to tell us a little bit about your background, why you’re 
interested in this subject and some of the background for your perspectives. 

 
SEddy: Okay. Stop me if I get into uninteresting territory or if you want to ask any 

questions. But I’m a computational biologist. I’ve been working in the field, I’ve 
been a PI since about 1995. My first faculty job was at the Washington University 
School of Medicine, affiliated with the genome center there, Bob Waterston’s 
operation, which was one of the three centers that were the main players in the 
public human genome project. So I was sort of a minor lieutenant at the time in 
the project and was one of the data analysts on the paper when it finally came out 
in whatever it was, 2000 or 2001.  

 
My group, I developed software algorithms for analyzing genome sequence and 
that makes us very dependent on access to data. Not just what somebody says 
about a genome sequence in the paper, but actually getting that genome sequence 
and being able to analyze it ourselves. And sort of conversely, also it puts a 
certain responsibility on us. Our software is not just distributed in terms of the 
papers that we write, but also the software itself has to be given out as source 
code that people can actually see and extend. And so these issues around data 
access for stuff that we analyze and the actual products of our research being 
available for reproduction and extension have made me super-sensitive to, 
especially in the big data era now in biology, super-sensitive to issues of how to 
get at published, and in some cases unpublished data. So I was at Fort Lauderdale,  
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which was 2003, I think, and then Toronto, which I think was 2009, which were 
the follow-up meetings about data access.  
 
And of course we started with the human genome project, which sort of evolved 
from the C. elegans project by accident because of Waterston and Sulston at the 
Sanger Institute. I had been a post-doc at LMB in Sulston’s group there. And 
Sulston and Waterston had come with a sort of ethos of the model organism 
community, the C. elegans community, everything being wide open. And for a 
variety of reasons they felt very strongly that the sequencing data should be made 
available. The elegans project had always worked that way. And one of the 
reasons the that elegans project worked that way was because the community was 
not totally comfy with the idea that a couple groups were going to get an awful lot 
of money to sequence the entire genome and then have preferential access to it. 
And so everyone felt that there was sort of a community responsibility that if we 
had centralized this resource at the two centers, the Wash U center and the 
Cambridge center, that sort of in return for that community giving those centers 
sort of carte blanche to sequence away, the centers would give back the sequence 
just as fast as the center itself had access to it. So that sort of started this nightly 
access to the unpublished sequencing data. It worked really well in the C. elegans 
community. Waterston and Sulston had carried that idea across into the standards 
that developed around the public human genome project, and then that’s what got 
codified at Bermuda.  
 
Then the projects of course moved on. We finished the human; we finished the 
mouse. NHGRI here in the States started funding a lot of different genomics 
projects, and things in a way started going back to sort of normal science. There 
was actually a scientific design. There was a real experiment. There were real 
samples. There was a real analysis. And all kinds of tension started showing up in 
the data-release principles that had been relatively simple to espouse at Bermuda. 
And so that’s what led to the Fort Lauderdale and the Toronto meetings.  
 
And you’ve probably heard a lot about the issues that were raised there. One was 
that people wanted to have time to analyze their data to make sure that it was 
right. And that’s fair enough. And people also wanted to make sure that they got 
credit, and they were getting annoyed that people were downloading the raw data 
and actually using it for experiments that maybe the genome center wanted to do 
itself. And in my view Fort Lauderdale and especially Toronto were essentially 
reinventing the wheel of scientific publication. That is, they're sitting around and 
saying, well wouldn’t it be nice if there was a system where you made sure that 
the data was actually accurate and it got reviewed at a certain point of time and it 
was released to the community at a certain point of time and that point of time 
was associated with the community giving you credit for what you’d done? And 
me and a couple other people in the room were saying, yes, wouldn’t that be nice 
if there were such a system? It’s called scientific publication.  
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And so to my mind now a lot of these issues are sort of muddied because you 
have to first make sure when somebody’s talking about data access are they 
talking about unpublished data, where I think a lot of the conversation is about 
reinventing the wheel; and published data where I think it’s really important to 
hold the line of, of course the data is supposed to be accessible after publication. 
That’s the whole point of publication. And something that really colored my 
views on that was, I was a member of a national academy committee that 
published a report on community standards in published data access in the life 
sciences, the so-called Cech Report. And we really hashed through a lot of these 
issues, at least from the perspective of the life sciences, in a committee process 
that lasted something like a year. So I don’t know, is that enough? Is that what 
you’re looking for, for sort of an introduction? 

 
BCD: So [SEddy], tell us what was your perspective and what was your opening 

position as you went to these two meetings and as you were reading the Bermuda 
stuff? You’re obviously in favor of open publication of data at some point. And 
then the move that was made of course at Bermuda was this 24-hour rule. And 
exactly where were you? Did you think that was a good idea? Or not a good idea? 

 
SEddy: So what I proposed at Fort Lauderdale … I was just looking back, in fact, I’ve got 

it up on my screen right now, my talk from Fort Lauderdale … and what had 
happened leading up to Fort Lauderdale was the genome groups were really 
infuriated by a set of papers that had come out daring to analyze the data that was 
being made available under the Bermuda rules. And one of the points that I took 
to Fort Lauderdale was that this was ridiculous. The entire point of releasing the 
data was for it to be analyzed by people and do science with it. And so why were 
people so upset? And they were proposing a set of sort of new modifications to 
Bermuda rules that were essentially, like I said, reinventing scientific publication 
but reinventing it badly.  

 
So my point of view at Fort Lauderdale was, you just have to accept it. This is the 
whole point of the Bermuda rules. The genome centers, by accepting the sort of 
framework of the Bermuda rules, had put themselves into a service role. They 
don’t have privileged access to the data. They should expect people to be writing 
on it. I mean, we had a lot of principles, very high-minded principles we were 
espousing about saving lives and blah-blah-blah. It’s like, well if you’re really 
serious about that, the data is supposed to be used. So what I proposed at Fort 
Lauderdale that I think other people had the idea too, it ended up becoming sort of 
a principle at NHGRI, was I proposed a difference between investigator-initiated 
and community-initiated science. And that is sort of back to the Waterston-
Sulston era. What had really touched me, what had impressed me, was that there 
was an implicit deal with the community. We want the economy of scale of 
centralizing this big project. We want the community to agree to that. But in 
return we’re going to give the community the same access to the data. So the 
notion of a community-initiated project was when a community all bands together  
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and says, look, there’s a tremendous benefit to centralizing this and doing it once 
but we’ll all get the data. So then everybody gets equal access to the data. As 
opposed to investigator-initiated, when your data is your own data. And one of the 
key tests is if I apply to NHGRI and say I want to sequence the human genome, 
and they say no, we’re already doing that, that means that’s sort of consistent with 
there’s a community, sort of a monopoly project with monopoly powers that’s 
already going. It’s expensive, centralized. Whereas if I can actually compete with 
people with my own data and I can get my own funding, that’s more in the sort of 
investigator-initiated thing. And so that became part of the language, not just from 
me proposing that but other people proposed similar things, and then NHGRI 
adopted this language of, a community-initiated project will follow Toronto rules 
or Fort Lauderdale rules or Bermuda rules. And I think that was one of the 
principles at the heart of it, was this sort of tit-for-tat with the community. We’re 
going to fund it once but everybody has equal access. 

 
BCD: So if I understand, [SEddy], basically where you were coming in was, basically 

there are two categories of projects with a bright line between them. And we’ll 
talk about that line in just a minute. But just to … 

 
SEddy: Well, I wouldn’t call it bright. But yeah, trying to draw some kind of line. 
 
BCD: Yeah, so that’s where we’re going to go. But basically, for a community-oriented 

kind of public works project you would have an early sharing rule that would be 
because it’s a service community project. And for another set of projects the 
default rule would be that you share your data at time of publication. Is that right? 

 
SEddy: Yeah. And then with respect to the bright line, I went into Toronto in 2009 feeling 

that there were very few projects that met the standards of community-initiated 
projects anymore. That even the relatively expensive project…so with a few 
exceptions, maybe the cancer genome project … but a lot of the things that 
Genome (NHGRI) was doing were actually being done competitively in multiple 
centers. Sequencing costs were dropping. There was a real experimental design. 
One of the key things about the DNA sequence was that it’s immediately useful. 
And even though the genome center would grouse and say, well we’re not sure 
it’s right, or we don’t like our assembly, we doing want you to complain that our 
assemblies are wrong, we all knew that as a community, but you could still find 
you gene in their sequence and get a tremendous leg up. Design your PCR 
primers, re-sequence it yourself. There was a tremendous benefit to individual 
labs from having this genome sequence pour out of the centers, even in raw form.  

 
KM: Right, and you’re assuming that people who are going to use it immediately 

would know that it was raw and know that there were going to be problems with 
it. But they weren’t necessarily show-stopping problems for what they wanted to 
do with it. 
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SEddy: Exactly, because they were just using it as a sort of window into their favorite 

gene often. Just give me the sequence of my gene with a Blast search and now I 
know how to design my primers and go in and do very specific experiments that 
I’m interested in. So it just gave everybody a tremendous acceleration. And that’s 
very different than, say, I don’t know, the 1,000 Genomes Project where … well, 
maybe that’s a bad example because I don’t even know what kind of … there’s 
not really a question those guys are asking … but let’s say the Cancer Genome 
Project, where there is … they’ll say, what genes have mutated in 10 percent or 
more of these tumors? There’s actually a notion of an experimental design there. 
And there are serious artifact notes that can really confuse you. There is reason 
that somebody might be interested in the raw data but now only to really do the 
same thing that the experiment is doing.  

 
See what I mean is, a key feature of the genome project is that rarely was 
somebody doing sort of a whole genome assembly and aiming to publish their 
own genome sequence based on the raw genome sequence that was coming out of 
the genome centers. There was one major exception to that, of course. But for the 
most part, no. But then once there is an actual experimental design and there’s an 
experiment and there needs to be quality control and follow-ups and control 
experiments, control for artifact notes, to me it goes sort of more back to the 
normal mode of science and you want to have a time for that experiment to be 
completed. You want all the checking to be done, all the review to be done. You 
want there to be a point in time where that data is made available to the 
community with all that quality control and the interpretation of the data. And to 
me that’s scientific publication.  

 
So when I went into Toronto that was my … I don’t have my talk from that, I 
don’t think, or at least I haven’t found it … but that was the thing that I was 
agitating for, was we really need to hold the line on publication, and that the 
default mode should be publication and data access after publication. And then 
maybe those Bermuda rules applied to certain special projects, like human 
genome project-style stuff. But that point of view did not win and I still think that 
the waters are pretty muddy. 

 
BCD: So, a couple things before we forget. You’ve alluded to the fact that you had this 

presentation. Is there a URL for that presentation? Or could you send us a copy of 
that so we can … 

 
SEddy: I can send you a copy of the Fort Lauderdale one. I think … I’d have to think 

whether I even talked at Toronto or whether it was just informal at Toronto. But I 
definitely have the Fort Lauderdale one. And [KM], I can send you that right now 
while I’m thinking about it. 

 
KM: That would be wonderful, thank you so much. This is so helpful. You know, 

we’ve tried to find folks who were at Fort Lauderdale and Toronto and most of  
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the people were only at Bermuda and not in Fort Lauderdale and Toronto. So 
thank you. 

 
BCD: And [SEddy], are there any other … so these are two policy documents that we’re 

aware of, is Fort Lauderdale and Toronto, that kind of lean back or refer to the 
Bermuda Principles. Are there other examples that we should be thinking about or 
citing in our scholarship? Are there other agreements like that that came out with 
policy pronouncements? 

 
SEddy: Not that I know of. Those are, at least for NHGRI, for genomics those are the 

three big ones. We’ve had horrible little meetings about individual projects, like 
for the Cancer Genome Project and stuff like that, but nothing that sort of spanned 
all of genomics like Fort Lauderdale, Toronto, Bermuda. 

 
KM: Yeah, and you know, it’s interesting to me as we’re looking through primary 

documents about Bermuda and talking to folks, that it doesn’t seem like there 
were very many formal statements of what Bermuda actually was. What was your 
understanding, as kind of an outsider to these Bermuda meetings, of what these 
Bermuda Principles actually were? 

 
SEddy: Immediate open access to the sequencing data from the big genome centers, that 

within 24 hours it would be on FTP sites. 
 
KM: Right, okay. That’s kind of the consensus that we’ve gotten as well.  
 
BCD: Just before we move off that. So [SEddy], so your area is data integrity and data 

use and data analysis. From your perspective, these rules are about basically 
getting the first level quality of sequence data available quickly. What’s the flow 
of information, what’s the curation, annotation process, when do the data become 
valuable for different purposes? And what problem are you solving by having an 
early release for that kind of data? Did they get it right about the kind of data that 
should be shared early? Or what’s your perspective on that? 

 
SEddy: So back in the day when we didn’t have everything cloned and sequenced already, 

one of the things that any community, like the worm community, human 
community, mouse community, one of the things that occupied a lot of molecular 
geneticists' time was cloning and sequencing your favorite gene that you had 
isolated by some forward genetic screen. And this was insanely laborious. It takes 
time to map the gene, it takes time to clone it out, it takes time to sequence it. And 
the great thing about the genome project was that they were just going to be 
sequencing everything and mapping everything and just be done with it. And 
usually people had enough of a handle on their favorite gene that they were 
working on in their project that if someone gave them the sequence they would be 
able to identify at least 10 other genes. Like I know I’m working on a protein 
kinase. Boy, I’d really love to be able to identify all the protein kinases in C.  
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elegans and sort them all out. So because that was the major use case in molecular 
genetics the raw sequence itself was tremendously useful, because you didn’t 
need anybody to assemble it, you didn’t need anybody to annotate it. All you were 
doing was doing a computational search for things similar to what you were 
interested in. And then you’d pull out a gene and you’d say, now I know what to 
do because I’ve got a handle for my molecular biology.  

 
Now what the genome centers went on to do, of course, was they were interested 
in the long-range assembly of that genome, they were interested in annotating all 
the genes. And so there was a big downstream process of assembly, gene finding, 
the gene predictions, layering other data onto that, producing the big genome 
browsers, producing consensus lists of what we think the gene complement of 
these organisms is, trying to get functional annotation on it. So the data gets more 
and more useful over time. But those early days of these genome projects were 
examples where just the raw data, people knew how to mine it. They basically 
knew how to Google into it with Blast and then find their favorite thing. 

 
BCD: And how did the data flow from there to GenBank from the FTP sites? Are you 

talking about the NCBI site or are you talking about individual labs? 
 
SEddy: So that’s changed over time. Towards U.S. approximation all DNA sequence data 

goes to GenBank at some point, and then GenBank is … so we in the States say 
GenBank, and more internationally that’s a collaboration between three DNA 
databases. That’s the DNA DataBank of Japan (DDBJ), the EMBL database at 
EBI Cambridge, and the NCBI folks with GenBank. And so those data are shared 
nightly between this consortium of international databases. For the genome 
centers back in the day, they were submitting their data nightly into NCBI for the 
American centers, into special repositories that were created by GenBank to deal 
with the sort of special nature of genome data. I can’t remember what it was 
called. There was genome something or other that was designed just for the raw 
contigs, poorly annotated, possibly erroneously assembled, that you knew was a 
division of GenBank special for this kind of information. And now GenBank has 
sort of continued to evolve over time to deal with steps, and now we have the 
short read archive that’s designed to deal with the tremendous volumes of 
[Illumina?] sequencing data, which has its own special characteristics and stuff. 

 
BCD: So that’s the situation that was … and from what we’ve been able to reconstruct 

… even that arrangement of NCBI becoming the repository was something that 
only evolved after there was an earlier stage when it was a bit more chaotic. Were 
you involved at that earlier phase? 

 
SEddy: Which phase are you … how far back in GenBank history are you going? 
 
BCD: Well I’m trying to remember what the … I remember there was a congressional 

hearing that was held and that Francis was going to have to testify about the flow  
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of data into GenBank and they were getting questions from the congressional 
staff. And there was a push to get the data from the genome, from the high 
throughput centers into NCBI in a way that had not been happening automatically 
up to that point. And I don’t remember the exact chronology of that. 

 
SEddy: I don’t either. Yeah, my recollection is that it was always going nightly to 

GenBank and that any exception to that was probably just a technical exception of 
a genome center not being able to push the data fast enough or something. 

 
BCD: Okay, so we’ll have to reconstruct that in some other way. 
 
KM: I don’t remember exactly when that was, either.  
 
BCD: There are two differences that I hear between period of time surrounding 

Bermuda and then Fort Lauderdale and then Toronto. One is, you’re talking about 
the context in how the science is being done changing because the technology has 
changed a lot. And the computing infrastructure has changed a lot. What about the 
nature of the data themselves? Most of the focus is on DNA sequence data, but I 
presume that you also deal with many other kinds of data that are not quite as easy 
to think about as sharable in raw and then annotated and then super-annotated 
form. And yet some of the same principles are often invoked for data sharing. Do 
you have any thoughts on that and different categories of data? 

 
SEddy: Well the whole area is something where I really like the National Academy's 

report that came out on community standards, because I thought it really laid 
down some useful basic principles that cover any kind of data you can think of. 
And the core principle to me is that when you publish a paper you’re sort of 
declaring a result. There’s actually something you think you’ve learned that 
you’re trying to teach the community. And you are giving the community the 
result. You’re giving them enough data that they can understand the result. You’re 
giving them enough data that they can reproduce the result. And you’re giving 
them enough data that they can extend the main result of the paper freely, 
regardless of where they are. Whether they’re commercial, academic, it’s all one 
scientific community. And so that sort of basic quid pro quo, you’re giving the 
community a result, the community’s giving you priority and recognition for your 
work, sort of crystallizes a lot of things for me where you can sort of operate from 
that principle and you can say, here’s a paper that declared that it had sequenced 
the kangaroo genome. And to me, if that paper doesn’t disclose the kangaroo 
genome and put it in GenBank it hasn’t delivered the result because it declared 
that its main result was the kangaroo genome. If somebody says, and this is 
actually an example from the National Academy [Inaudible], if somebody says, 
the kangaroo has 32 different kinases and the way they got there was by 
sequencing the genome, but they give you the sequences of the 32 kinases and 
some way of showing that there’s only 32, then they may not be required, sort of 
asked by the community to disclose the genome because they’re not claiming that  
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as a result. They’re saying, we think there’s 32 kinases, here they are. So a lot of 
data things sort of become case dependent, but case dependent in a way that you 
can sort of look at the paper and you can say, what are these people claiming 
where they say the result is and what would it take me to reproduce and extend 
this result, and are they giving me the data to do that? The National Academy 
report took the view that in the good-old days, in the romantic bygone days, you 
could pretty much put everything in your paper. Figure one would have the 
sequence of your gene. But now the volume of data for a lot of different 
experiments, whether it was DNA sequencing or proteomics or what have you, 
just wouldn’t fit in figure one. And so the paper was only an advertisement for the 
existence of a data set with the moral equivalent of figure one. That data still 
needs to be made available just as if it was figure one in the paper.  

 
BCD: So that’s one access. And do you deal with data that bump up against privacy 

concerns and the sort of debate that happened with DbGap and GWAS Studies 
and … 

 
SEddy: No, thankfully I don’t. So for privacy of human subjects issues I’ve only had to sit 

on genome committees and stuff. But in my own work it doesn’t affect me. 
 
KM: You’ve made a very useful point about things being case dependent and looking 

at what different scientific papers claim in and of themselves. I’m interested in 
your reaction to, and [BCD] got at this a little bit, the idea that lots of other 
subjects have, or other areas of science outside of genomics, have claimed the 
Bermuda Principles as a basis for data sharing norms in their disciplines. For 
instance, epidemiology, some chemistry, different data sets and those sorts of 
things. What is your reaction to that, the idea of extending the Bermuda Principles 
at least symbolically to other realms of science? 

 
SEddy: I actually worry about that. And it'd have to be sort of a nuanced position here 

because whenever I say this, like I said this at the Toronto meeting I got attacked 
because, oh, you’re against data sharing. No, no, no, no. There’s data sharing 
post-publication. There’s data sharing pre-publication. And the problems that 
we’ve run up against with data sharing pre-publication are that the people sharing 
the data then get pissed off that their data’s being used and they’re not getting 
credit for it. And they’re getting pissed off that people are finding errors in their 
data that they didn’t even get a chance to clean up themselves. And so I think that 
anybody who adopts pre-publication data sharing either has to … well they have 
to say the data’s going to get used and I don’t have any control about that, 
because that’s the reason I’m sharing it. And people are going to find errors in it 
because I haven’t had time to, because I just released it. It’s some level of raw, 
partially done data. As long as they can accept that, then pre-publication data 
access is going to work. And in cases where there’s a real monopoly force, it’s an 
expensive project, it’s a centralized, a whole community sort of around that, 
there’s good political reasons to have Bermuda rules-style data release, in my  
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view. But when people start having meetings like Fort Lauderdale and Toronto 
where we say, geez, people are using the data and we’re not getting credit for it or 
people are using the data too early and they don’t understand the failure modes, to 
me you’re in danger then of reinventing the wheel badly and you ought to just 
say, we’re going to publish the data in a timely way and we’re going to release the 
data when it’s ready. 

 
BCD: So one question just to follow up. If I understand, [SEddy], you’re arguing 

basically for a default position that’s used publication as your usual default for 
point of data release. And then in exceptional cases you can move that pre-
publication for public works projects basically that are community resources. So 
on this point of release at point of publication and the Cech Report and the upside 
principle that derived from it, what’s your position or how do you think about the 
… whether that’s an aspirational goal or an actual goal? I remember having a 
conversation with Tom Cech about his report soon after it came out and asking 
him if HHMI was able to make sure that in fact the upside principle was being 
abided by within HHMI. And he of course said, well, we’ve realized after the fact 
that in fact we can’t really do that. We can’t really enforce it. We can’t really be 
sure that it’s happening. It’s more of an aspirational norm. Is that how you think 
about it? 

 
SEddy: I guess I’m trying to decide how finely to parse aspirational versus actual goal. To 

me it’s an actual goal. I use it as a guiding principle all the time when I review 
papers. And for example, I think that we’ve gotten a fair amount of traction after 
that report with journals regarding issues of software release. One of the things 
that I’ve said a lot in my own community of bioinformatics and computational 
biology is that we live in a glass house. We are completely dependent on data 
access to large, say, genome sequencing data sets. But people complain all the 
time that they can’t get access to published software from bioinformatics people. 
So it should be our norm, but as an actual goal that when somebody publishes a 
piece of software where the core result is actually that software, that software 
should be made available in a form that enables reproduction in extension, namely 
the source code, under a license that allows extension, which means open source. 
And journals have actually slowly, not immediately, slowly been coming around 
to that kind of view, to the point that, like a couple months ago I reviewed a paper 
for Nature Methods that was not giving out the source code, and I just 
immediately told the Nature editor, look, this is inconsistent with you guys’ own 
stated policy. They actually had a stated policy that followed the National 
Academy report. So I was able to point at their policy, able to point at the 
National Academy report and say, look, you guys, this is the core result of that 
paper. It’s the upside principle. They’ve got to release the software. And though it 
was a little more convoluted with that particular case they did end up releasing 
that software. So it’s true, Tom Cech is right that it doesn’t happen all the time. 
There’s any number of studies showing that data sharing doesn’t happen after 
publication as much as we’d like to think it should. But in the same breath I’d say  
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it’s an actual goal. And as we’re having these principles laid down it’s really 
helping to articulate, to say to journal editors who are some of our main 
gatekeepers, and the reviewers, what they should be looking at in terms of data 
access. Especially in the genomic age when the data is sort of behind the paper 
rather than right in the paper.  

 
BCD: I don’t mean to put you on the spot with this question, but if I asked Bob Tijan 

that question now do you feel like it’s pretty much an embedded norm among 
HHMI investigators now that … I mean, one way to interpret what you just said is 
in fact it was an aspirational norm that slowly we’re making progress to making it 
a real practice over time. And maybe I just talked to Tom Cech a little too early. 
Do you feel like it’s something that’s actually been adopted as a norm in your 
own micro-environment there at HHMI? 

 
SEddy: Well, that’s for sure. Many of the groups that I know, this is our norm. But I grew 

up with that norm. So I think one of the things about this is it’s very community 
dependent. So for instance when I talk to people, I don’t know, mainly in the 
genetics community, I’m just absolutely appalled by the sort of norms that are in 
operation in that kind of competitive environment. Like, can I get your mouse 
line? No, you can’t. We’re going to publish three more papers on my transgenic 
mouse. It’s a relatively common thing. It’s like, but you published your transgenic 
mouse, what are you talking about? So this is not evenly applied across life 
sciences, and that’s one of the reasons that the Academy did the Cech Report. But 
there are areas like genomics, probably because of the Bermuda rules, because of 
Waterston and Sulston and how much chatter there’s been about data access, 
people are hyper-aware of this in the genomics and computational genomics 
communities. I think it is a community where this is sort of leading edge of doing 
it right, being consistent with these kind of principles.  

 
KM: So, [SEddy], you work with software. You write software. And it just strikes me 

that an interesting question to ask you is one about two kinds of competing ideas 
that we’ve heard about major influences on the Bermuda rules. You’ve already 
mentioned the C. elegans community and Sulston and Waterston, and the idea 
that their norm of sharing data openly, The Worm Breeder’s Gazette, et cetera, 
was implanted into the human genome project because it worked in the worm and 
a lot of the same people were working on human as were working in worm. 
Another idea that we’ve heard is that there was an influence from the open-source 
software community that influenced this norm of openly sharing data amongst 
one another. What’s your reaction to that, seeing as you’ve been around software? 
How would you respond to that? 

 
SEddy: So the open-source influence, I think, was … a lot of us made that comparison by 

analogy. I still think the major driver was people like Waterston and Sulston who 
were coming more from the biology community and more from the model 
organism community, where say in fly, yeast and worm, there’s a real pride that  
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these communities take in how open they are and how much they share reagents 
and data and what have you. To me that was really the major driver.  

 
And then once we were into the details of, for instance, how are we going to 
release the genome sequence? Should it be licensed? Should it be copyrighted? 
Should it be patented? How do we sort of make sure that it’s maximally useful? 
Like what happens when we release it to GenBank and some company picks it up 
and patents it all for diagnostic tests or something? Would the publication in 
GenBank constitute prior art, would you trust PTO to actually interpret it that 
way? So then we had all these intellectual property discussions and in our sort of 
amateur science intellectual property discussions open source would be used as an 
explicit analogy all the time. It’s like, well, you know, here’s how they could do 
public license works to sort of virally poison everything downstream with open 
source. Maybe we should GPL the whole genome sequence. And that idea was 
quickly nixed. But that was the kind of discussion. So I think the open source 
comparison came up later when we were having more focused intellectual 
property-like discussions about the rules. 

 
KM: Right, right, yeah, that’s really interesting. 
 
BCD: As a follow-up on that, [SEddy], was there a community of those of you dealing 

with, at the bioinformatic end of what was happening in genomics at the time, the 
Ewan Birneys and [SEddy] and folks and Tim Hubbards, was there an explicit 
connection to the Stallman open source kind of framework? 

 
SEddy: Sure, yeah, yeah. And actually I had a couple of email arguments with Stallman 

about it, because he hated the whole thing. Any time you said “intellectual 
property” you’d get an email from Stallman informing you that it’s not a 
legitimate term. But yeah … well the open source community is a pretty amorphic 
thing, but there was a little bit of a connection to Stallman. I think Tim Hubbard 
had talked to Stallman, too. We were publishing … bioinformatics was sort of the 
up-and-coming thing and so there were many people in our field who were sort of 
connected to the open source community in various ways. So yeah, there’s a fairly 
good connection there. 

 
BCD: And actually, I mean you just alluded to … I don’t want to intrude into your 

privacy but, that kind of email exchange would be incredibly valuable to … 
 
SEddy: I could probably look it up, yeah. 
 
BCD: … if you could share that. 
 
KM: Yeah, that would be awesome. 
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BCD: That kind of raw information about how people are thinking about decisions in 

real time is just incredibly valuable for us as we’re thinking about trying to put 
ourselves back historically where people were making these decisions. 

 
KM: But in general it is your opinion that in terms of procedural execution and 

construction of what became the human genome project, the major vector of 
influence would be from the worm community, the Sulstons and Waterstons who 
were also working on the human genome project, rather than an argument from 
open-source software licensing coming in … 

 
SEddy: Yeah, I kind of think that was secondary. I might be somewhat biased because I 

was coming from Cambridge as a post-doc where I was in Sulston’s group. I was 
coming from the worm community. I got hired into the Washington University 
Department of Genetics where Waterston was chair. So Sulston and Waterston are 
very close to me. So I see very much from that perspective. 

 
KM: Right, yeah. We had them here in November and give a public lecture, so we’ve 

interviewed them both.  
 
BCD: And I see that you did your molecular biology out of Colorado. Were you 

connected to Tom Cech at that point? 
 
SEddy: Yeah, he was on my thesis committee, yeah. 
 
BCD: Okay. Cool. 
 
KM: So when you talk about the reason why you’re … being at Cambridge over there 

in the worm community, you mentioned that one of the reasons why the C. 
elegans community was so open was because, well, it worked. But did it seem 
like there was some other maybe laboratory cultural history or norm that Sulston 
and maybe his mentors were drawing from, from that lab of being open with their 
data? Or was this just something like, we’re working with an organism where we 
have to design a project that data is going to be shared with high frequency in 
order for it to get finished? Did the tradition start there or did the tradition start 
earlier? In your perspective as a student of this lab. 

 
SEddy: Yeah. One of the things that was really attractive about the worm, and actually 

was one of the reasons that I chose to study the worm as a post-doc, was a notion 
that the community had of completeness. They had done a series of projects 
where they hadn’t just studied a single gene or a single process. But they said, 
look, we’re laying down a foundation to understand the entire animal. When 
Sydney Brenner started the worm as a model system he did genetic screens that 
started looking at sort of all genes, and the goal was to collect everything you 
could. Lots of organisms have had these sorts of large genetic screens, but then 
the worm went on and it was a big project to do the entire lineage of all the cells.  
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And Sulston locked himself in a room for two years and did the entire embryonic 
lineage of the animal completely, and then published a paper. And then John 
White reconstructed the entire nervous system, every synapse, every process, 
every neuron by electron microscopy serial section. So there were these big 
landmark things. The big genetic screen, the lineage paper from Sulston, the 
nervous system book from John White, then the physical map from Alan Coulson 
and John Sulston, there was this notion of completeness. We are building a series 
of foundational resources to completely understand this organism. So the genome 
sequence fit completely into that. One more, it was sort of the obvious next step. 
We obviously need the genome sequence of this animal. We see it as 
infrastructure for an entire community. That infrastructure should be freely 
available to the entire community as soon as possible. It was sort of, that was the 
way you handled the worm.  

 
BCD: Geez. You should be in our business. That’s the clearest explication of the 

framework that I’ve heard from anybody. 
 
KM: See, we have to talk to the bioinformaticist here, he’ll tell us what’s up. Well this 

has been very useful. Nothing else comes to me in terms of … [BCD]’s jumping 
in again. 

 
BCD: Yeah, just to plant a seed, if there are some documents. We’ve already alluded to 

two, one of which you may have already sent us. If you do come across any of 
those emails about the open source dialogues that were going on. And if there are 
any other documentary records that kind of come to mind, if you could put on 
your historian’s cap intermittently and think about, oh, they’d be interested in this. 
If you don’t mind, just keep us kind of in the back of your mind because we are 
trying to capture stuff like this that might be relevant to reconstructing the history 
of what seems like it was an important moment. 

 
SEddy: I’ll dig back through, and there’s one particular moment where I remember we 

had … we explicitly had the argument over whether to GPL the human genome. 
And Tim Hubbard was really advocating for that. I was on the fence. There was a 
discussion about it in email and we ultimately decided obviously not to do it.  

 
BCD: Yeah, that would be incredibly useful to us, and frankly to the world. So, yeah. 
 
KM: Yeah, absolutely. Wonderful. Well, thank you so much. This has been extremely 

helpful and very interesting. And we really, really appreciate … 
 
BCD: And so just to remind you, we’ll be sending you the transcript and a cover sheet 

that kind of gives you the various options from, you’re the only people who ever 
get to see this to make it completely public immediately, and everything in 
between. 
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KM: And I’ll be following up with you, [SEddy], and please, if you find anything, 

uncover anything, just email it to me. And that would be so helpful. And thank 
you for your Fort Lauderdale slides. Great. 

 
BCD: Well, thank you, [SEddy]. 
 
KM: Thank you so much. 
 
SEddy: Good talking to you. 
 
KM: Bye. 
 
END OF RECORDING 
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